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PLAUDIT LIQUID

PRODUCT DATA SHEET Heavy                   Duty

Engineers’ Heavy Duty, Solvent-Free, Liquid Hand Cleaner

Opus PLAUDIT is a high active,
efficient liquid hand cleaner,
combining a pleasant fragrance
that is acceptable to men and to
women.

Opus PLAUDIT is free of
hydrocarbon and citrus-
derived solvents

Opus PLAUDIT is extremely
versatile, at home and equally
effective anywhere, whether it be
the maintenance department of a
steel rolling mill, or the MD's
washroom suite.

Opus PLAUDIT is equally active in
both hard and soft water,
providing a rich, mild, deep
cleansing lather that removes the
most stubborn dirt. Inks, oil,
grease, carbon black, grass stains,
dyes, etc.

For added protection, skin
conditioning agents are
incorporated into the formulation.

Opus PLAUDIT contains no rubbing
agents and no d’limonene citrus-
based solvent.

SDS Data: An EC safety data sheet
(SDS) providing additional
information is available on
request.

Packaging Sizes
● 4 x 5 litres

● 25 litre drum

● 210 litre drum

Benefits of using Opus PLAUDIT:
Removes medium to heavy duty
contaminants such as mineral and
lubricating oils, grease, rust, tar,
bitumen, graphite, grass stains,
etc.

Applications:
Use in garages, workshops,
engineering maintenance
departments, factory production
washrooms, off site workings, etc.

When diluted with equal parts
water Opus PLAUDIT thickens,
making it ideal and extremely
economical  for use in in offices
and other less arduous situations.

� Smooth and powerful
heavy duty cleansing
action

� Solvent-free, so kind to
skin

� No added abrasive
particles

� Contains skin conditioning
agents

� Pleasant natural orange
fragrance

� Leaves no sticky residue

� Use in any washroom
application.

� The only viable single
product washroom option
for any organisation
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